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Purpose

Much of the work described in these slides is preliminary, which explains
the extended bibliography and the brief review included on alignment data
assimilation procedures and spatial correlation modeling.

The main concept around this work is the use of spatial deformations,
either for data assimilation algorithm or for background error modeling in
variationnal data assimilation. For data assimilation, the ultimate goal is to
smoothly distord background fields to match observations of coherent
structures. For background error modeling, the goal is to set
flow-dependent, anisotropic and inhomogeneous correlation structures.

Both topic are of great interest for Météo-France and NCAR, and their
better understanding was the purpose of my stay at NCAR.

Shortly, spatial deformation may be useful in correlation modeling, and
optical flow and alignment data assimilation may use correlation modeling
concepts.

Questions or comments may be adressed to yann.michel@meteo.fr
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Introduction
Optical Flow/Atmospheric Motion Vectors

Let I be a sequence of images on a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R2.
The Optical Flow [Horn and Schunck 1981] is the velocity field v verifying:

I (s + v∆t , t + ∆t) ≈ I (s, t)

Motion estimation is part of most video coding schemes because it enables
us to exploit the high degree of temporal redundancy present.

So far, Optical Flow techniques have
been used on the observation side, for
the purpose of deriving wind vectors
by tracking features in IR/WV bands.

[Bormann et al. 2003] have shown
that wind vectors have observation
errors spatially correlated.

← Figure: AVHRR/MODIS Polar
Wind vectors. Product from
NOAA/NESDIS.
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Data assimilation

Data assimilation seeks for the state x that is most probable given a set of
observations y and an a-priori background information xb.

P(x|y) ∝ P(y|x)P(x)

Under the Gaussian assumption:

P(x) ∝e−
1
2 (x−xb)TB−1(x−xb)

P(y|x) ∝e−
1
2 (y−Hx)TR−1(y−Hx)

Variational formulation: the analysis xa may be seen as realizing the
minimum of a cost function J :

xa =Argmin J

J (x) =Jb(x) + Jo(x)

J (x) =
1
2 (x − xb)TB−1(x − xb)| {z }

background departure

+
1
2

nX
i=0

`
yi −Hi(xi)

´TRi
−1`yi −Hi(xi)

´
| {z }

observations departure
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Amplitude-Position Data Assimilation
Formulation without additional control variable

Observations y of hurricane position can be assimilated with an EnKF
given an observation operator that computes the position of the vortex
∼ MaxΩ(ζ). The linear updating scheme used in the EnKF is effective for
small displacements [Chen and Snyder 2007].

least partially for the pathologies of the position assimi-

lation. This issue is considered next.

b. Assimilating shape and intensity

Satellites and radars cannot only define the position

of a hurricane, but also provide information about its

shape and intensity. For example, hurricane intensity is

routinely estimated using the Dvorak technique, which

utilizes satellite imagery (Dvorak 1975, 1984). Accurate

shape and intensity observations, like position observa-

tions, may be valuable for data assimilation.

The experiments here and in section 4 use shape and

intensity observations that are formulated as follows:

The simplest and arguably most physically relevant

model for a nonaxisymmetric vortex is the elliptical

vortex. We assume that we are given observations of

the length of the vortex’s major and minor axes and its

rotation angle from the x axis. These three shape pa-

rameters are determined by fitting an ellipse to the iso-

line of the half value of the maximum vorticity using the

elliptic Fourier descriptor method (Kuhl and Giardina

1982) as described in the appendix. The observational

errors for the shape parameters are assumed to be

Gaussian with standard deviations of 20 km for the

major and minor axes and 45° for the rotation angle.

For intensity, we take the observations to be defined by

the sum of the vorticity inside the same 9 3 9 box of

grid points surrounding the location of maximum vor-

ticity that was used in determining the vortex center.

The observational error for the intensity is Gaussian

with mean 0 and variance 1026 s22, which is 1 order of

magnitude smaller than the intensity itself. For both

types of observations, the same observation operator is

used in simulating the observations and for the assimi-

lation.

The 20-km standard deviation of observation error in

the major and minor axes means that observations of

the major axis are frequently smaller than observations

of the minor axis. In the experiments in both this sec-

tion and the next, it matters little whether the major-

axis observation is always identified correctly with the

major axis of the simulated vortices or simply taken to

correspond to the largest of the two axis observations.

When the vortex shape and intensity are uncertain in

the prior forecast, optimal assimilation of these obser-

vations will of course improve the analysis. The small

uncertainty limit for either shape or intensity can be

analyzed in a manner analogous to that given in the

previous subsection for position observations: the pdf

for vorticity is approximately Gaussian when the shape

or intensity uncertainty is small and the EnKF update

approximates the optimal analysis to within sampling

error. We will not consider the case of small uncertainty

further here.

Assimilation of shape or intensity observations can

also have another role. By bringing additional informa-

tion to the analysis, these observations can help correct

problems in the EnKF assimilation of position that oc-

cur when displacements of the forecast vortices are not

small.

We illustrate this second role with two examples.

Both begin with a prior ensemble in which, as in the

FIG. 2. Prior (gray contours) and posterior (black contours) vorticities of members (a) 3 and (b) 10 for initial

position errors of sf 5 80 km. The contours have intervals of 0.5 3 1024 s21 with zero contours omitted and

negative values dotted. The gray dot, the black dot, and the cross denote the prior, posterior, and observed centers,

respectively.

MAY 2007 C H E N A N D S N Y D E R 1833

Figure: EnKF analysis updates for a vortex position observation with (a) small
(b) large displacement error [Chen and Snyder 2007].
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Amplitude-Position Data Assimilation
Formulation with position as an additional control variable, Tikhonov regularization

P(x, q|y) ∝ P(y|x, q)P(x)P(q)

The Morphing Ensemble Kalman Filter

134 J . D . BEEZLEY AND J. MANDEL

Fig. 2. Morphing of two solutions of a reaction-diffusion equation system used in a wildfire simulation. The states with λ = 0 and λ = 1 are given.

The intermediate states are created automatically. The horizontal plane is the earth surface. The vertical axis and the colour map are the temperature.

The morphing algorithm combines the values as well as the positions.

The original functions u and v are recovered by choosing in

(8) λ = 0 and λ = 1, respectively,

u0 = u ◦ I = u, (10)

u1 = (u + r ) ◦ (I + T )

= (u + v ◦ (I + T )−1 − u) ◦ (I + T )

= v ◦ (I + T )−1 ◦ (I + T ) = v .

(11)

Remark 1. In the registration and morphing literature, the resid-

ual is often neglected. Then the morphed function is given simply

by the transformation of the argument, uλ = u ◦ (I + λ T). The

simplest way how to account for the residual is to add a correction

term to uλ. This gives the morphing formula

uλ = u ◦ (I + λT ) + λ[v − u ◦ (I + T )], 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, (12)

which is much easier to use because does not require the inverse

(I + T)−1 like (8). The formula (12) also recovers u = u0 and

v = u1, but, in our computations, we have found it unsatisfac-

tory for tracking features and therefore we do not use it. The

reason is that when the residual is not negligibly small, the in-

termediate functions uλ will have a spurious feature in the fixed

location where the residual is large. On the other hand, the more

expensive improved morphing formula (8) moves the contribu-

tion to the change in amplitude along with the change of the

position.

3.4. Grids

An array of values associated with a rectangular grid is called

a gridded array. The functions uλ are represented by a gridded

array on a pixel grid, while the mapping T is represented by two

gridded arrays on a coarser morphing grid. In our application,

the domain D is a rectangle, discretized by a uniform nx × ny

pixel grid with n = nx ny nodes, and, for i = 1, . . . , M, by a

(2i + 1) × (2i + 1) uniform grid Di with nodes denoted by (xj ,

yk) and total mi = (2i + 1)2 nodes. The morphing grid is the finest

grid DM , with m = mM nodes. Denote by Ti the gridded array

T restricted to the grid Di , and by Ii
i−1 the bilinear interpolation

operator from grid Di−1 to grid Di . All grids contain nodes on

the boundary of D. It is assumed that n ≫ m.

The values of the functions and of the mappings away from

their respective grid points are evaluated by bilinear interpolation

without mentioning the interpolation explicitly. So, composed

functions like u ◦ (I + T) are calculated in a straightforward

manner: for an arbitrary (x, y) ∈ D, first (I + T)(x, y) = (x′, y′)

is computed by bilinear interpolation on the morphing grid and

then u(x′, y′) is evaluated by bilinear interpolation on the pixel

grid. The calculation of (I + T)−1 (x′, y′) is done by inverse inter-

polation as follows. For uniformly spaced nodes (xj , yk) on the

morphing grid, the images (x′
j , y′

k) = (I + T)(xj , yk) form a non-

uniform grid, and the value of (I + T)−1 (x′, y′) is approximated

by interpolating the original coordinates x and y as functions

on the non-uniform grid. This can be accomplished efficiently,

for example, by using the MATLAB function griddata, which

works exactly like interpolation, but allows for non-uniformly

spaced data. We then have (I + T)−1 ◦ (I + T) ≈ I and u1 ≈ v as

in (11) only up to the error of interpolation from the morphing

grid.

3.5. An automatic registration procedure

The formulation of registration as (6)–(7) naturally leads to a

construction of the mapping T by optimization. So, suppose we

are given u and v on the pixel grid and wish to find a warping T

that is an approximate solution of

J (T , u, v) = ‖v − u ◦ (I + T )‖ + C1‖T ‖ + C2‖ ▽ T ‖ → min
T

,

(13)

where the norms are chosen as

‖v − u ◦ (I + T )‖ =

∫

D

|v − u ◦ (I + T )| dx dy, (14)

‖T ‖ =

∫

D

|Tx | + |Ty | dx dy, (15)

‖ ▽ T ‖ =

∫

D
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dx dy. (16)

The optimization formulation tries to balance the conflicting

objectives of good approximation by the registered image, and

as small and smooth warping as possible. The objective function

J(T, u, v) is in general not a convex function of T, and so there

are many local minima. For example, a local minimum of may

occur when some small part of u and v matches, while the overall

match is still not very good.
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Fig. 2. Morphing of two solutions of a reaction-diffusion equation system used in a wildfire simulation. The states with λ = 0 and λ = 1 are given.

The intermediate states are created automatically. The horizontal plane is the earth surface. The vertical axis and the colour map are the temperature.

The morphing algorithm combines the values as well as the positions.

The original functions u and v are recovered by choosing in

(8) λ = 0 and λ = 1, respectively,

u0 = u ◦ I = u, (10)

u1 = (u + r ) ◦ (I + T )

= (u + v ◦ (I + T )−1 − u) ◦ (I + T )

= v ◦ (I + T )−1 ◦ (I + T ) = v .

(11)

Remark 1. In the registration and morphing literature, the resid-

ual is often neglected. Then the morphed function is given simply

by the transformation of the argument, uλ = u ◦ (I + λ T). The

simplest way how to account for the residual is to add a correction
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which is much easier to use because does not require the inverse
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reason is that when the residual is not negligibly small, the in-

termediate functions uλ will have a spurious feature in the fixed

location where the residual is large. On the other hand, the more

expensive improved morphing formula (8) moves the contribu-

tion to the change in amplitude along with the change of the

position.

3.4. Grids
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The optimization formulation tries to balance the conflicting

objectives of good approximation by the registered image, and

as small and smooth warping as possible. The objective function

J(T, u, v) is in general not a convex function of T, and so there

are many local minima. For example, a local minimum of may

occur when some small part of u and v matches, while the overall

match is still not very good.
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Figure: From [Beezley and Mandel 2008].

The Field Alignment Data Assimilation
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Fig. 6. A graphical illustration of field alignment. State vector on a discretized
grid is moved by deforming its grid (r) by a displacement (q).

(2) Amplitude prior:

P(X f |q) =
1

(2π)
n
2 |B(q)|

1
2

× e−
1
2 (X (r−q)−X f (r−q))T B(q)−1(X (r−q)−X f (r−q)) (11)

This equation defines the amplitude prior. Given a fixed
displacement field q and a forecast X f (r) defined on
the original grid, it states that the forecast distribution is
assumed to be Gaussian in the position-corrected space,
even if it isn’t in the uncorrected space. Once we assume
Gaussian statistics in a position-corrected space, it is
immediately clear that the forecast statistics are conditioned
on the displacement field. In particular, its second moment,
the covariance B, is dependent on q. By simple analogy,
if we associate an error covariance on the original forecast
grid, this error covariance will have to be remapped when
the forecast grid is deformed. Thus, we write the forecast
covariance as B(q).

(3) Displacement prior:

P(q) =
1
α

e−L(q) (12)

This equation specifies a displacement prior. This prior is
constructed from an energy function L(q) which expresses
constraints on the displacement field. The proposed method
for constructing L is drawn from the nature of the expected
displacement field. Displacements can be represented as
smooth flow fields in many fluid flows and often arise
from systematic and large-scale background flow errors, for

example see [1]. Smoothness naturally leads to a Tikhonov
type formulation [18] and, in particular, L(q) is designed as
a gradient and a divergence penalty term. These constraints,
expressed in quadratic form, are:

L(q) =
w1

2

∑

j∈Ω

tr{[∇q
j
][∇q

j
]T} +

w2

2

∑

j∈Ω

[∇ · q
j
]2 (13)

In Eq. (13), q j refers to the j th grid index and tr is
the trace. Eq. (13) is a weak constraint, weighted by the
corresponding weights w1 and w2. Note that the constant
α can be defined to make Eq. (12) a proper probability
density. In particular, define Z(q) = e−L(q) and define
α =

∫
q Z(q)dq. This integral exists and converges.

It is instructive to note that the constraints we impose are
local and can be contrasted to other approaches that assume
that the displacement field q has a particular distribution.
The most tempting is to assume that q has a uniform
distribution. Doing so, however, does not constrain the
solution at all; the prior is uninformative and has little
physical validity. Second, is to assume that q follows a
Gaussian, or more strongly, it is jointly Gaussian with
amplitude errors. This results in an approach similar to [5,
6], but it is unclear how to estimate the parameters of such
a distribution [19]. It is precisely this lack of knowledge of
the displacement prior that leads us to propose smoothness
constraints which, as the preceding discussion shows, can
be interpreted to have a Gaussian distribution.

With these definitions of probabilities, we are in a position
to construct an objective by evaluating the log probability. After
defining p = r− q, we can state an objective as:

J2(X, q) =
1
2
(X (p)− X f (p))T B(q)−1(X (p)− X f (p))

+
1
2
(Y − H X (p))T R−1(Y − H X (p))

+ L(q)−
1
2

ln(|B(q)|) (14)

Solving this objective is not easy. It isn’t clear how to
compute B(q). Neither is it clear that the gradients can be
computed easily. These difficulties can be overcome by making
several approximations.

The first choice we make is to consider a statistical
representation of uncertainty, using an ensemble of forecast
states. In this case, computing B is straightforward. Let us
suppose that S samples X = X1 . . . X S are to be estimated
along with associated displacements Q = q1, . . . , qS, from
S forecasts X f

s , s = 1 . . . S. Let ps = r − qs and X̄ f =
1
S

∑S
s=1 X f

s (ps). The background error covariance is:

BQ = B(Xf; Q) =
1

S − 1

S∑

s=1

× (X f
s (ps)− X̄ f )(X f (ps)− X̄ f )T (15)
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Fig. 16. To examine the sensitivity to weights w1 and w2, we use a two-vortex example. The panel on the left is the forecast field, the panel in the middle depicts
truth, which is observed without noise at station observations (dots). The panel on the right depicts the aligned forecast.

Fig. 17. This graph depicts the error between aligned first-guess and true fields
as a function of the value of w1, when w2 =

w1
3 . It demonstrates that the

alignment solution is robust to moderate changes in w1. The x-axis is on a
log-scale.

two fields reaching 0.05, or if 1000 iterations have elapsed.
Fig. 17 shows the error convergence for w1 varying from
10−5 to 10−3 (100 values total). This graph shows that the
first three parameter settings (10−5, 2 × 10−5 and 3 × 10−5

respectively) are insufficient to constrain the solution; in fact
it blows up. This is indicated by the large residuals and the
field is not aligned. Thereafter, we see that the field aligns
itself, to very nearly the same state, up to the convergence
criteria. As w1 is increased, the weights associated with the
constraints go up. Since the only adjustments they affect
are displacements, larger weights can make the alignment
more cohesive, forcing homogeneous motions at larger scales.
However, in our example, the embedding of the domain in a
larger computation grid also achieves this effect by forcing
the displacement field to smaller wave numbers in the spectral
solution.

Therefore, the predominant effect of increasing weights
is that the instantaneous displacement at every iteration gets
smaller and smaller, thus taking longer for convergence. This
can be seen in Fig. 18. As w1 increases so does the time to
alignment. The solution depicted in Fig. 16 (right panel) and
Fig. 13 was produced with a value of w1 = 10−4. Thus,
the alignment solution is robust to moderate changes in the
parameters and not very sensitive to them.

7. Discussion and conclusions

Position errors are ubiquitous in forecasting, and affect
verification. The sources of position errors are poorly

Fig. 18. This graph depicts the number of iterations (y-axis) it takes to align
the first guess with the observed field as a function of the value of w1 (x-axis)
when w2 =

w1
3 .

understood and reducing them to component sources is difficult.
But do they matter? We think so because the presence of
position errors can violate the assumptions driving current
assimilation techniques. When they do, the analysis will be
unsurprisingly bad. We believe that attention must be paid
to this problem and the proposed formulation demonstrates
how position information can be incorporated into an analysis
procedure.

Whilst the one-step algorithm, synthesized directly from the
Bayesian formulation, is interesting, it is not scalable and hence
subject to the criticism that this method may add yet another
layer to already expensive assimilation implementations for
large-scale problems. The one-step algorithm also required us
to construct statistical error covariances that may not be feasible
in reality.

The composite objective can be solved in two steps as an
approximation. At least in one-dimensional examples, we see
little difference between the one-step and two-step solutions.
This makes this algorithm attractive from a practical point of
view. We think that when the analyst decides that position

Figure: A two vortex example.
From [Ravela et al. 2007].
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Amplitude-Position Data Assimilation
Formulation with position as an additional control variable, covariance formulation

Tropopause height observations yd are derived from WV imagery
[Michel and Bouttier 2006, Michel 2009] by regression with WV brightness
temperature:

Po
Tropopause = ΓTBB + Λ

Standard amplitude error modelling

xa = xb + δxa

δxa = BHT(HBHT + R)−1(y −Hxb)

B is the background error covariance matrix.
Our pseudo-observations write:

y = 1.5 PVU
at P = Po

Tropopause

Standard deviation of “linearized” error:
σPV

o = Stdev(Po
Tropopause − ΓTBB − Λ)× ∂HPV

∂p |p=Po
Tropopause
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Amplitude-Position Data Assimilation
Formulation with position as an additional control variable, covariance formulation

Tropopause height observations yd are derived from WV imagery
[Michel and Bouttier 2006, Michel 2009] by regression with WV brightness
temperature:

Po
Tropopause = ΓTBB + Λ

Alternative alignment error modeling [Lawson and Hansen 2005]

xa = xb
`
s + δsa

´
δsa = DHT

d (HdDHT
d + Rd)−1(yd −Hdxb)

D is the alignment background error covariance matrix.
Our pseudo-observations write:

yd = Po
Tropopause

at PV = 1.5 PVU

Standard deviation:
σPV

od = Stdev(Po
Tropopause − ΓTBB − Λ)
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Amplitude-Position Data Assimilation
Formulation with position as an additional control variable, covariance formulation
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Single observation experiment
[Michel 2009]
Strong differences may exist between
the shape of the two analysis
(amplitude and alignment)

Use of unconstrained displacement to calibrate a Jd (e.g. a covariance
model for displacement errors) has also been investigated by
[Nehrkorn et al. 2003] with the "feature calibration and alignment" method.
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Some Questions in the Amplitude-Position Data Assimilation

Standard DA may not be able to correct coherent structures in the flow.
Alignment/Amplitude-Position DA extends the control variable to include
some displacement field, and is considered as a big step beyond bogussing
techniques or use of linearized operators.

ACAPS
Amplitude-Position Data Assimilation is considered as a candidate for the
integrated AFWA Coupled Analysis and Prediction System (ACAPS).
This system will require state-of-the-art cloud analysis capabilities
[Auligné 2010]

Questions
Bayesian interpretation of Tikhonov regularization
Does displacement preserve balance?
How may we separate displacement from amplitude errors?
Non-linearity of Optimization (shared with Optical Flow problem)
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Bayesian Interpretation of Tikhonov Regularizations

Data Assimilation Optical Flow
Bayesian Framework Regularization

Constraints come from knowledge Constraints are formulated as
on background error statistics Tikhonov regularization that requires

(e.g. sample B in EnKF local smoothness of the field.
balance + calibrated covariance

operators in 3D/4D-Var).

May we link the two options?

- Yes!
[Oliver 1998, Tarantola 2005, Béréziat and Herlin 2010].

Inverse D−1 of a covariance matrix D is formallyZ
D−1(x,x′′)D(x′′,x′)dx′′ = δDIRAC(x− x′) (1)

In the simpler case where D is stationary D(x,x′) = c(x− x′):

c−1 ? c(x) = δDIRAC(x) (2)

dc−1(ω) =
1dc(ω)

(3)
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Bayesian Interpretation of Tikhonov Regularizations

There are a few examples where inverse covariance may be found
analytically.
Inverse of Exponential Covariance

For instance, exponential model is defined by c(x) = exp
“
− |x|L

”
.

Fourier transform is bc(ω) = 2L
1+L2ω2 .

dc−1(ω) =
1 + L2ω2

2L , such that c−1(x) =
1
2L
`
δDIRAC(x)− L2δ′′DIRAC(x)

´
Replacing this formal expression into the functional yields:ZZ

F(X)T(x)D−1(x,x′)F(X)(x′)dxdx′

=
1
2L

Z
F(X)T(x)

„
F(X)− L2 ∂

2F(X
∂x2

«
dx

=
1
2L

Z „
||F(X)||2 + L2||∂F(X

∂x ||2
«

dx

Exponential covariance is associated to first-order regularization.
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Bayesian Interpretation of Tikhonov Regularizations
Single Observation Displacement Test

A framework for position assimilation has been developed to study
equivalence between Tikhonov Regularizations and Covariance Models.
A "Single Observation Displacement" s0 = [1, 1]T is assimilated by
minimizing the cost function:

J(s) = Jo(s) + Jd(s) = ||s− s0||2 + L(s)

(a) Jd = w1||s||2 + w2||∇s||2 (b) Jd = w1||s||2 + w2||∆s||2 (c) Jd = w1||s||2 + w2||∇ · s||2

This shows how Tikhonov Regularizations L are equivalent to covariance
models Jd . ACAPS could take profit of WRF-Var wind analysis routines to
build objective/calibrated Jd .
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Non-linearity in Optical Flow and Amplitude-Position DA

Linearized version of Optical Flow is minimizing

||I (s, t + ∆t)− I (s, t) + v∆t∇I (s, t + ∆t)||2 + L(v)

instead of
||I (s + v∆t , t + ∆t)− I (s, t)||2 + L(v)

(a) I1 (b) I2 (c) Residual (d) L. Residual (e) NL. Residual

Figure: Dowell and Stensrud (2008) dataset of convective scale EnKF. Specific
Humidity fields at the surface

Need to consider more advanced multi-scale minimization schemes
[Beezley and Mandel 2008, Yang and Ravela 2009].
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Conclusion

Amplitude-Position Data Assimilation
Amplitude-Position Data Assimilation tries to distort the background to fit
the observations. It may be a solution to assimilate coherent structures
related observations (tropical cyclones, clouds, water vapor and PV. . . ).

Tikhonov Regularization
Most studies assume that displacement is locally regular, and incorporate
smoothness penalty terms.
Tikhonov Regularizations are equivalent to inverse covariance operators.
Therefore, it may be better to use covariance modeling, as it can be
objectively calibrated (for instance by using unconstrained displacement
fields to build a "Jd").
Tools to study this problem have been developed during my stay @NCAR.

Minimization
Need to develop efficient advanced minimization schemes.
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Background Error Modeling
A brief overview of spatial correlation models: Spectral and Wavelet Diagonal

Spectral Diagonal Modeling [Berre 2000] is used in operational AROME
DA. Very convenient (Inverse, Wiener Khinchin) but limited to stationarity.
Wavelet is "natural" extension [Deckmyn and Berre 2005].

(a) Sample (b) F−1Df Df
TF (c) W−1DwDw

TW (d) Hybrid

Figure: Spectral F Wavelet W and Hybrid diagonal correlation modeling on the
[Dowell and Stensrud 2008] dataset, for variable qu at surface.

Non-dyadic, orthogonal, boundary corrected wavelet transform is under study
for B in WRF-Var [Fournier 2010]
Q-shift Dual-Tree Complex wavelet transform [Kingsbury 2001] is under
study for B in AROME [Deckmyn 2010].
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Background Error Modeling
A brief overview of spatial correlation models: Recursive Filters and the Diffusion Equation

First-Order Homogeneous Recursive Filtering is used in operational
WRF-Var. Convenient because it can easily handle boundaries (ocean DA).

High-Order (In)homogeneous Recursive Filtering has been developed
for use in WRF-Var [Michel and Auligné 2010]
Anisotropic version is being developed at NCEP [Purser et al. 2003]

Requires local lengthscales as an input [Wu et al. 2002].
Following [BeloPereira and Berre 2006], the inertia matrix of correlation
function is

N =

„
1/Nxx 1/Nxy
1/Nxy 1/Nyy

«
where Nxy =

σ2(ε)D
∂ε
∂x

∂ε
∂y

E
− ∂σ(ε)

∂x
∂σ(ε)
∂y

Local correlation
function:

c(s) ∝ e−
1
2 (sT Ns)

Better results with
spatial filtering of N.
May be used for
localization in EnKF.

(a) Sample (b) BPB (c) Filtered BPB
Figure: The [BeloPereira and Berre 2006] Tensor for local
correlation function
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Background Error Modeling: Spatial Deformations

Change of spatial coordinate (deformation, warping, distortion) is a way of
achieving anisotropic correlations.
Possibly consistent with Kalman Filter Propagation Equations:

B = MAMT + Q

(especially if advection if predominant in M?)

(a) [Benjamin 1989] (b) [Desroziers 1997]

Figure: Single obs test (a) with an isentropic analysis and (b) with a
semi-geostrophic transform

Huge drawback: here, the deformation is (almost) arbitrary.
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Estimating Deformation for correlation modeling

The goal is to find a grid deformation that reduce the correlation model to
an isotropic and/or stationary one (that may be modeled with Fourier or
recursive filter approaches).
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Figure: Geographic map of rainfall monitoring sites in the Languedoc-Roussillon
region (Southern France) with 0.9 correlation contours [Sampson et al. 2003].
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Estimating Deformation for correlation modeling

BPB Tensor may not be sufficient (?)
Imagine that at each grid point, the local correlation function is given by a
BPB ellipse. Then the local grid transformation (Jacobian) must be

JD =

 
∂D1
∂x1

∂D1
∂x2

∂D2
∂x1

∂D2
∂x2

!
=

„
cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

«„ La
L 0
0 Lb

L

«

(a) Raw BPB (b) Filtered BPB

JD

L

La

Lb θ

(c) JD

Problem may arise from the fact that we only know θ modulo π, that it
may not be continuous and that we may not verify Schwartz condition.
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Computer Vision: The "Shape from Texture" Problem

by explicitly analyzing gradients of optical texture (Clerc

& Mallat, 2002; Gårding, 1992, 1993; Malik & Rosen-

holtz, 1997). These gradient based algorithms estimate

surface slant or curvature by comparing patterns of opti-

cal texture across different local neighborhoods. For

example, the model developed by Malik and Rosenholtz

(1997) is based on an assumption that the texture on a

physical surface is statistically homogeneous—i.e., that

it is invariant over translation—and it estimates the 3D

shape of a surface by measuring local affine deformations

of the texture within neighboring patches of a visual im-

age. This approach works well for planar or singly

curved surfaces, but it is not easily generalized to doubly

curved surfaces, except in the special case where curva-

ture is approximately the same in all directions.

Which class of models is most representative of human

perception? Fig. 3 provides a simple demonstration that

may be helpful for evaluating this issue. When the image

in the left panel is presented to naı̈ve observers, they al-

most always report a perceptual appearance of an approx-

imately planar surface that is slanted in depth. In the

absence of other evidence, it cannot be determined

whether the apparent slant of this surface is due to the

foreshortening of individual texture elements or the

systematic variations in the sizes and shapes of these

elements. However, it is possible to manipulate these dif-

ferent sources of information independently of one an-

other. As will be described in more detail below, the

variations in optical texture on planar surfaces are primar-

ily determined by the depicted field of view (FOV). For

example, the image in the left panel of Fig. 3 was rendered

with a camera angle of 60°. The right panel of this figure

shows exactly the same surface at exactly the same viewing

distance. The only differences are that the depicted field of

view has been decreased to 5°, and the size and spacing of

the polka dots has been reduced so that the visible surface

region has approximately the same number of elements as

in the left panel.1 Note that the texture elements are still

noticeably foreshortened, but that the reduced field of

view has effectively eliminated any detectable texture gra-

dients. When the image in the right panel is presented to

naı̈ve observers, they never report the perceptual appear-

ance of a surface slanted in depth, thus suggesting that

the presence of visible gradients may be essential for the

perception of 3D shape from texture.

To better appreciate the various factors that can

influence the magnitudes of texture gradients, it is useful

to consider an infinite planar surface that is covered with

circular polka dots. Suppose that an observer is posi-

tioned at a vantage point P0, which is a distance D from

the closest point on the surface (see left panel of Fig. 4).

If a circular texture element with a diameter L were cen-

tered on that point, its optical projection would have an

arc length k0 as defined by the following equation:

k0 ¼ 2 arctanðL=2DÞ ð1Þ

Let us now consider an arbitrary surface point P with an

optical slant r. Provided that k0 is smaller than about

30°, the optical properties of a texture element with a

diameter L that is centered on P will be closely approx-

imated by the following equations:2

Fig. 1. A pattern of optical texture that is perceptually interpreted as a

smoothly curved 3D surface.

Orientation

D
e
p
th

Foreshortening (φ) = ω/λ

Length (λ)

W
id

th
 (

ω
)

Area (α) = πωλ/4

Fig. 2. Local properties of optical texture. The left panel defines four

different attributes of optical texture elements that could potentially

provide useful information about the 3D structure of an observed

surface. Variations of texture length are often referred to in the literature

as scaling gradients, and, when the elements are aligned in depth, as

linear perspective or gradients of convergence. The term compression

has also been used by some authors to describe texture width, whereas

others use this same term to describe texture foreshortening. The right

panel shows how these local texture attributes are affected by changes in

surface depth and orientation. Note that changes in orientation have a

minimal effect on texture length, and that changes in depth have a

minimal effect on texture foreshortening.

1 Another way of characterizing the differences between the left and

right panels of Fig. 3 is that they have different degrees of perspective.

The perspective of a scene is typically defined as a ratio between the

depth of its nearest point and the depth of its farthest point

(Braunstein & Payne, 1969). When a planar surface is observed from

a fixed vantage point, the magnitude of perspective varies systemat-

ically with the field of view.
2 Eqs. (2)–(6) are based on a type of projective geometry called weak

perspective, in which distortions of optical texture elements as a

function of changes in depth or orientation are limited to affine

transformations (see also Malik & Rosenholtz, 1997). For example, in

weak perspective the optical projection of a square texture element

would always be a parallelogram, whereas in strong perspective it

could also be a trapezoid. In most natural viewing contexts, the

differences between weak and strong perspective are negligible. They

can diverge significantly, however, when individual texture elements

have large angular extents.

2 J.T. Todd et al. / Vision Research xxx (2005) xxx–xxx

ARTICLE IN PRESS

(a) [Todd et al 2005]
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Figure: Effect of surface distortion and perspective on stationary "texture".

What is the definition of a texture? How to recover the shape of the surface
from the measurement of texture gradients?
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The "Shape from Texture" problem solved with Wavelets
[Clerc and Mallat 2002, Clerc and Mallat 2003]

The Wavelet Migration Property
Consider a warped random process F = R

`
d(x)

´
where R is wide-sense

stationary. A local analysis of F may be performed with wavelets:

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

ψu,s(x) =
1
sψ
“x − u

s

”
The inner product < F , ψu,s > is a continuous
wavelet coefficient and the scalogramm is

w(u, s) = E{|| < F , ψu,s > ||2}
The Wavelet Migration Property states that

w(u, s) = E{|| < F , ψu,s > ||2} ≈ E{|| < R, ψd(u),d′(u)s > ||2}

The Texture Gradient Equation
The Texture Gradient links the warping d with the apparent velocity of w
in the (u, log s) plane:

`
1 +O(s)

´∂w(u, s)

∂u − d ′′(u)

d ′(u)

∂w(u, s)

∂ log s = 0
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Applying the "Shape from Texture" solution to 1D correlation model I

We follow 1D test-bed suggested by [Pannekoucke et al 2007], where
correlations are stretched by a C2.4 Schmidt transform.

(a) R and w (b) F and w

Need to use spatial convolution h∆ to get robust results.

h∆ ?

„`
1 +O(s)

´∂w(u, s)

∂u − d ′′(u)

d ′(u)

∂w(u, s)

∂ log s

«
= 0
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Applying the "Shape from Texture" solution to 1D correlation model II

(a) d′ and bd′ (b) bD−1F and w

Figure: Results of the algorithm for different wavelets (Spline-Box, Sombrero and
Gabor), for one realization of F . Spatial convolution is ∆ = N/3 (∆ = N/10)

It is possible to estimate d given appropriate boundary conditions.

dd(u) =

Z u

0
exp

“Z x

0

d̂ ′′(v)

d ′(v)
dv + A

”
dx + B

Thus, hybrid deformation-wavelet/curvelet/RF. . . is possible.
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Applying the "Shape from Texture" solution to 2D correlation model I
Or why life is more complicated in 2D

Figure: A warplet

Anisotropy is one goal, so directional
wavelets are required.

S =

„
s11 s12
s21 s22

«
ψu,S = detS−1ψ

`
S−1(x− u

´

The variance of the warplet coefficient is a function of 6 parameters u,S :

w(u,S) = E{|| < F , ψu,S > ||2}

Yes, there is a warplet migration property and a texture gradient equation
(but you probably don’t want to see the equations [Clerc and Mallat 2002]).
The texture gradient is

J−1D ∂uk JD
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Applying the "Shape from Texture" solution to 2D correlation model II

2D case is different because
texture gradient has to be estimated in a higher dimensional space,
requiring evaluation of w and its partial derivatives with many warping
matrices S
it is not trivial to integrate the deformation from the texture gradient.
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Conclusion
Amplitude-Position Data Assimilation
Amplitude-Position Data Assimilation incorporates displacement fields into
the control variable as a way of (better?) dealing with coherent structures
(tropical cyclones, clouds, water vapor and PV. . . ).
Most studies assume that displacement is locally regular, and incorporate
smoothness penalty terms. These Tikhonov Regularizations are equivalent
to inverse covariance operators.
Tools to study this problem have been developed during my stay @NCAR.

Background Error Modeling
Spatial Deformations are being studied as an alternative way of designing
inhomogeneous anisotropic spatial correlations.
Need to compare different approaches for computing deformations.
So far, only idealized data with "shape from texture" approach.

Visit at NCAR founded by the AFWA/ACAPS Project.
Warm thanks to Tom Auligné. Questions welcome!
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